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INTRO
DESIGNED WITH INTIMACY, TRANQUILLITY AND ELEGANCE IN MIND, NŌS
SPA IS A PEACEFUL HIDEA�Y IMBUED WITH THE IS�ND’S VERNACULAR
GRACEFULNESS AND HANDCRAFTED FINESSE WHERE GUESTS CAN
RELAX IN THE HANDS OF OUR EXPERIENCED THERAPISTS. FROM
FACE AND BODY MASSAGES TO A CURATED SE�CTION OF BEAUTY AND
WELLNESS TREATMENTS BASED ON HIGH QUALITY, NATURAL PRODUCTS,
THERE IS NOTHING LIKE BEING PAMPERED IN A TRANQUIL SETTING.
AWARD-WINNING SPA BRAND ARIADNE ATHENS PROPOSES BESPOKE
THERAPIES ALIGNED WITH A UNIQUE DESTINATION AND INSPIRED
BY ITS NATURAL ELEMENTS. THE MAIN PURPOSE: TO REBALAN� AND
RENEW, FROM INSIDE OUT. GROUNDED IN HOLISTIC CARE, IMMERSED
IN A GE�INE EXPERIENCE THROUGH SIGNATURE TREATMENTS,
REJUVENATING THERAPIES AND SENSORY JOURNEYS.
�CAL INGREDIENTS ARE UTILIZED SEAMLESSLY, CONNECTING NATIVE
AND ORGANIC ELEMENTS OF SIFNOS WITH THE LATEST TE�NIQUES
IN COSMETOLOGY. ARIADNE ATHENS INSPIRES WELL-BEING THROUGH
REVITALIZING THE�PIES AND RESULT-DRIVEN BEAUTY CARE.
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APOLLONIA SYMPHONY
MULTI-VITAMIN REJUVENATING RITUAL
The absolute multi-vitamin treatment for your skin! Dedicated to Apollo, the Greek God of healing, of music,
of light and truth, this ritual promises to rejuvenate your whole body and restore harmony from the inside out.
The most proprietary antioxidants and vitamins from fresh fruits, blend in a unique treatment to offer your
skin absolute nourishment. Feel your skin become stronger, healthier. A lush deliverance of Iris flowers and
olive kernels indulge the skin in a soft body scrub, while citrus-infused nutritious face & body mask enhance
skin’s structure, restoring its natural glow and elasticity. Rejuvenating face and body massage with orange oil
captures all the benefits of this treatment, strengthening underlying tissues to offer the most resilient touch.
DURATION 90MIN / PRICE 120€

LAVA CLAY
BODY SCULPTING TREATMENT
A tribute to local pottery and the body figure shaping. The rich lineage
of pottery on Sifnos can be attributed to the clay-based earth and
the copious sun which blesses the island throughout the year. This
supercharged body treatment is based on the supreme power of clay
which fights cellulite and excess fat, while stimulating blood flow to
increase metabolism. Combining a plethora of active ingredients such as
algae, basil and cinnamon, this treatment helps activate the lymphatic
system and decongest the body, efficiently removing toxins. The
wrapping technique applied in the end helps firm and tone the body,
while providing evident inch loss and a visibly smoother appearance.
DURATION 75MIN / PRICE 110€
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WELLNESS RITUALS
There are certain experiences which cultivate
memories and emotions that last forever. There are
certain rituals, designed with respect to the human
body and soul, performed with love and affection,
to provide the utmost sense of indulgement.
Luxuriate yourself in a series of carefully designed
rituals that carry the seal of excellence Ariadne
Athens experience has to offer.
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FACE
An exhilarating journey that travels the mind
and soul to the unique, picturesque landscapes
of Greece. Inspired by the sumptuously relaxed
atmosphere the majestic Mediterranean blue sea
has to offer, these lavish facial rituals promise to
indulge your skin with their velvety textures and
sensual aromas, while revealing a firmer, more
hydrated, supple, radiant look. Allow yourself to
enjoy the ritual that complements your individual
needs best, from one of the following choices:

MELI
Vital hydration and nutrition A highly rejuvenating and ultimately hydrating experience dedicated
to the richness of local flavors and aromas, such as sage, honey and other nourishing elements that
instantly restore your skin hydration levels. Feel your skin soft and supple with an immediately healthy
and radiant appearance. Allow yourself to experience the soothing effect of rosewater intertwining
with the thirst-quenching aromas of lime, while your skin indulges in the unique moisturizing benefits
of our precious honey mask. Soothing apricot oil envelops skin with anti-ageing benefits, while the
final skincare routine ensures that the moisturizing aspects are maintained thereafter.
DURATION 60MIN / PRICE 60€
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SEA BREEZE FEEL
SOOTHE & SMOOTH EXPERIENCE
Soothe and smooth face treatment The carefully selected ingredients used in this facial are rich in
soothing elements that calm the skin and reduce irritation (after sun exposure!). This treatment embodies
the ideal refreshing properties of drops of sea water and the calming benefits of acorn flour from the
Cycladic Islands, skilfully combined to help restore skin’s moisture. Centella Asiatica, in synergy with
lavender, relieves any sense of skin irritation while improving skin tone and other imperfections. Redness
and the look of pores are dramatically reduced, allowing you to enjoy your most healthy-looking skin.
DURATION 30MIN / PRICE 50€

CITRUS BLISS
ANTI-OXIDANT PROTECTION
& ULTIMATE PREVENTION
Multivitamin energizing facial Guide your skin to a journey full of the sparkling notes of fresh
citrus fruits that energize your skin. A facial mask, highly concentrated in antioxidants, formulated
with a proprietary multi-vitamin complex, prevents your skin from signs of premature ageing,
caused by sun exposure or any other environmental stressors, while rejuvenating dull-looking
skin. Instantly regain a nourished, glowing look while enjoying a healthy, radiant appearance.
DURATION 60MIN / PRICE 60€
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BODY MASSAGES
We have carefully designed for you a series of luxury
massages, which target specific needs. The ones that
challenge us every day. Choose among a wide range
of specialized practices, and spoil yourself with a
mythical, sensational experience of a euphoria retreat.

DIVIVE MUSCLE TENSION RELIEF
FULL BODY MASSAGE
The deep massage is tailor-made to target specific areas of muscle tension and soreness. A
series of intensive techniques is used to increase circulation, release built-up toxins,heal and
restore balance to the body and nervous system. Feel your muscles release all the tension,
while the luxurious naturally-scented oils envelop your skin and exhilarate your mind.
DURATION 60MIN / PRICE 90€
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MELTING SENSATION
CANDLE MASSAGE
Indulge your senses in a mystifying massage ritual that will
entice your mind, body and soul. Lay back and unwind
while the heated solid waxes slowly turn into liquid oil, as
the mesmerizing flame gently burns the candle. Now, feel
the delicately scented warm drops touch your skin, and
envelop your whole body in a velvet textured massage that
will satisfy even the most sophisticated massage recipient.
Succumb, as the warm oil deeply penetrates the skin’s
surface, releasing its unique beneficial properties, and
its sensuous fragrance seduces the mind. An outstanding,
sacramental experience of aromatherapy, relaxation &
rejuvenation that promotes bliss, balance and well-being!
DURATION 60MIN / PRICE 70€

RELAXING (SWEDISH)
FULL BODY MASSAGE
Unwind and de-stress with this aromatic bespoke
treatment. This soothing aromatherapy massage uses light
to moderate pressure and a blend of essential oils to melt
away tension. This harmonizing experience is a simple and
effective way to let go of tensions, improve health, balance
emotions, increase calmness and relaxation.
DURATION 60MIN / PRICE 80€
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